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NOW IT'S AS EASY AS
A B C...+D
TO COMPLETE YOUR BACK VOLUME COLLECTIONS

ALFRED JAEGER, INC.
www.ajaeger.com
Int'l Periodical - Back Volume Specialists
For Over 40 Years

A - Appraisals for tax and insurance purposes
B- Back volumes - Over 45,000 titles in inventory
C - Collection Development Specialists
Comprehensive (Our inventory + publishers + vendors)
+D - Document Delivery - The final step for
back volume completion

Alfred Jaeger, Inc.
66 Austin Blvd.
P.O. Box 9009
Commack, NY 11725-9009
Phone (631) 543-1500
Fax (631) 543-1537
E-Mail: jaeger@ajaeger.com
For more than 100 years, Blackwell’s Book Services has made the needs and vision of academic librarians our priority. From that vantage point, nothing has changed.

As your collection development and management needs have become more complex, more technologically demanding and more diverse, we’ve developed intelligent, integrated services that answer your needs. From that vantage point, everything has changed.

So now, as we tackle the world of digital content acquisition and management, Blackwell’s Book Services continues as the source you can trust to answer your new collection development and management needs.

Your needs. Our commitment.
That’s our heritage. It’s the future we’ll share.


www.blackwell.com
1.800.547.6426
BIOSIS Previews®
now available through
ISI® Web of Science®

The most comprehensive biology data.
The most functional interface.
The most obvious choice.

You need more than information. You need the capabilities that allow you to gather and manage that information with efficiency and ease. BIOSIS Previews, now available via the Web of Science platform, delivers precisely this: the world’s largest biological sciences collection accessible via an interface renowned for its intuitive navigational and retrieval features.

Explore multidisciplinary coverage
• Traditional biology
  (botany, ecology, zoology)
• Interdisciplinary subjects
  (biochemistry, biomedicine, and biotechnology)
• Related areas
  (instrumentation and methods)

Discover efficient retrieval via the Web of Science
• Use the unprecedented functionality of the Web of Science to quickly find the information you need
• Use an advanced search screen to broaden or narrow your search for more accurate retrieval
• Navigate directly from BIOSIS Previews to select electronic full-text articles available through the Web of Science (for mutual subscribers only)

Interested in a free trial for your site? Contact ISI today:
1-800-336-4474 or 215-386-0100 (North America) +81-3-5218-6530 (Japan)
+65-338-7747 (Asia-Pacific, excluding Japan) +44-1895-270016 (Europe)
+1-215-386-0100 (Latin America and Mexico)

ISI
THOMSON SCIENTIFIC
Publisher of Current Contents® and Science Citation Index®
www.isinet.com
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Finding Long Searches Unbearable?

At Bowker, we make endless searches a thing of the past.

booksinprint.com™
The world's most accurate, comprehensive, unbiased bibliographic database
- Over 4 million in print, forthcoming, audio, video and out of print titles
- Superior search capabilities & multiple search modes
- Bowker's Hooks to Holdings™ - search your library's Z39.50 compliant catalog directory from the site
- Stock availability from 21 top vendors including Baker & Taylor and Ingram Book Company
- Easy print, e-mail & download capabilities, including vendor specific download formats
- Over 175,000 books on demand and e-books
- Daily updates

globalbooksinprint.com™
The leading international bibliographic database now on the Web
- User-friendly interface
- Features over 5 million English titles from the U.S., U.K., & Canada
- Titles from Australia, New Zealand, & other international titles coming later in 2001
- Advanced search versatility with over 40 criteria
- Children's Room, Forthcoming Book Room & Fiction Room allows for more specific searching
- Access to information on over 200,000 publishers, distributors & wholesalers worldwide
- Daily updates

ulrichsweb.com™
Comprehensive and authoritative information on nearly 250,000 serials from more than 200 countries
- New interface! New functionality! Faster, easier to use
- New download capability
- New indexes, including language
- Hotlinks to 65,000 URLs and 66,000 e-mail addresses
- Over 20,000 refereed serials noted
- Thousands of titles indexed by over 700 A&I services
- 8,700 reviews from Magazines for Libraries and Library Journal
- Loads of complimentary resources
- Weekly updates
- Coming Soon: Links to JCR® Web (Impact Factors)

literarymarketplace.com™
Now you have instant access to everyone and everything in the world of publishing
- Find publishers, and agents anywhere in the U.S., Canada and 180 other countries
- Download personnel, address, phone, fax, and e-mail information to create contact files and mailing labels
- Search by job title using the New Job Title Indexes
- Hotlink directly to publishers' web sites
- Perform a Quick Search using a phrase, word, or part of a word
- Access book trade associations, literary agents, advertising agencies, distributors, events calendar, courses, and more
- Weekly updates

Booth #601 at SLA.
Call 1-888-BOWKER2 (269-5372)
for more information.
UnCover and ingenta
two companies,

one shared vision.

UnCover, now with the power of ingenta, offers a rich and diverse collection of content that will be an invaluable research tool for your patrons, and a significant part of your collection management. Your patrons can now access full text articles from a database of over 11 million citations and 3,000 electronic journals delivered via pdf, ariel, html or fax, all searchable from a single point. We offer pay-per-view via deposit accounts or credit cards, secure unmediated ordering, patron account limits and detailed usage reports. To find out more, please visit www.ingenta.com, and click on “For Librarians”. Share the vision.

www.ingenta.com
What if 150 years of *The New York Times* could be delivered to you instantly?


It can. Introducing 150 years of *The New York Times*. Available through ProQuest Historical Newspapers™. It’s part of our Digital Vault Initiative™, an incredible effort to place 500 years of history online. We’re digitizing every edition of *The New York Times* cover to cover—including photos, graphics, and advertisements—reaching as far back as 1851. And you can search by everything from subject to title to author to date. This groundbreaking database allows you to view history in context, as it happened, through the eyes of those who lived it. *The New York Times* and ProQuest. Together, we’re making history. [www.infolearning.com](http://www.infolearning.com).
R2 Consulting announces
www.ebookmap.net
and a new series of eBook workshops for libraries


eBooks for Libraries: Mapping a New World

Join us at the event nearest you or coordinate your ALA travel plans with our June 14th workshop in San Francisco.

2001 eBook Workshop Schedule:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Columbus, OH</td>
<td>April 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
<td>April 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartford, CT</td>
<td>May 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh, PA</td>
<td>May 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toronto, Canada</td>
<td>May 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>June 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco, CA</td>
<td>June 14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Register online at www.ebookmap.net or call 603.746-5991 for details

R2 Consulting
Working with academic libraries and the organizations that serve them.

Rick Lugg & Ruth Fischer, Partners
v: 603.746.5991  f: 603.746.6052
e: info@ebookmap.net  w: www.ebookmap.net
The Ultimate Online INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Resource!

Do your patrons or staff wish they had the latest technological development information and data at their fingertips? Do they need around-the-clock access to a comprehensive collection of focused IT journals, magazines and conferences? If so, then your institution needs a subscription to the ACM Digital Library!

The ACM Digital Library includes:
• Over 20 ACM publications and archives
• 15 years of conference proceedings
• Advanced searching capabilities
• Over 50,000 bibliographic citations
• 700,000+ pages of downloadable text

AN EXCEPTIONAL VALUE

FREE GIFT
Contact ACM and receive a FREE GIFT* for inquiring about the ACM Digital Library for your institution (while supplies last). Please mention code ADCH21.

*Limited to one per institution/organization

ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS, please contact:
ACM Member Services
e-mail: acmhelp@acm.org
phone: +1-212-626-0500
fax: +1-212-944-1318

CORPORATIONS & CONSORTIA, please contact:
DL Coordinator
e-mail: dl-info@acm.org
phone: +1-212-626-0518
fax: +1-212-944-1318

www.acm.org/dl
April 2, 1998. 600 years of Medieval History disappears overnight.


Whether the books on your want list are rare, out-of-print or out-of-stock, Alibris is the easiest way to find them. We accept POs and credit cards, and your satisfaction is guaranteed or your money back.

Books you thought you’d never find.
Crash through information barriers, cut through time zones, eliminate paper work – right from your own computer – with ANYTIME ACCESS to your order status.

The current order information available to us on our computer network is now available to you through:

thebookhouse.com

Virtually any order action can be made online – inquiries, claims, cancellations, order verification – right at your fingertips – ANYTIME, DAY OR NIGHT.

- now with "view only" options
- including standing orders with recent shipment history

Contact us today for ANYTIME ACCESS to all of your Book House, Inc. firm and standing orders.

Jobbers serving libraries with any book in print.
Get ahead, take control.

Swets Blackwell is there to help you take control of the complex and time-consuming processes involved in managing electronic content. From rapid set-up of electronic subscriptions to full integration with library management and e-procurement systems and advanced article delivery solutions, we can help.

Our sophisticated aggregator service enables speedy delivery of several thousand e-titles from a multitude of prestigious publishers right to your desktop. Want to learn more? Visit us at www.swetsblackwell.com/ejs
Eastern Book Company

On-Line Ordering
Rush Service
Firm Orders
Standing Orders

1-207-774-0331 • Fax: 1-800-214-3895 • 1-800-937-0331
ebc.com
Axiom®

Number 1 in a Comparative Review of INSPEC®

Published in “The Charleston Advisor”, October 2000
At a Glance Comparative Review Score

The maximum number of stars in each category is 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Axiom</th>
<th>New FirstSearch</th>
<th>OVID</th>
<th>ProQuest</th>
<th>SilverPlatter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searchability/ Interface</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Added Features</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pricing Options</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and is growing at the rate of 330,000 records each year.

The same page adds,

Although INSPEC provides a comprehensive index to the literature in physics, electrical/electronic engineering, computing, control engineering and information technology; it also has significant coverage in areas such as materials science, oceanogra-

Axiom – The research service for science and engineering featuring INSPEC®, EI Compendex® and Derwent World Patents Index®

axiom.iop.org
Resources For Libraries

Rittenhouse regularly stocks titles from more than 300 medical and health sciences publishers. Our position in the health sciences publishing industry allows us to provide the latest products and to offer you competitive pricing. Seasonal specials and pre-publication pricing on selected titles are just two ways that we work to strengthen your buying power.

Electronic Services

www.rittenhouse.com  Our site provides access to our full inventory database plus special sales information, links to related web sites, and email. Place orders 24/7!

OCLC® and Marcive®  Seamless automated bibliographic control and support. PromptCat® from OCLC and bibliographic records from Marcive are all available with no added costs from Rittenhouse.

Rittenhouse Standard Services

• Approval plan, notification slip and standing order services in addition to standard firm orders.

• Shipping, order processing and consolidation to meet customer needs.

• Complimentary Brandon/Hill Medical, Nursing, and Allied Health reprints and monthly update service.

• OCLC PromptCat® and Marcive® card and bibliographic services.

• The Rittenhouse Quarterly Report features subject listings of recently published and forthcoming titles, special offers and discounts, and selected title highlights.

• Annual cost analyses and regular reporting on the health sciences industry and account status.

• Web access to Rittenhouse's full database and on-line ordering from our warehouse stock of more than 50,000 titles.

• Free shipping on non-rush orders via UPS ground service within the continental U.S.

RITTENHOUSE

distributing information for the 21st century

511 Feheley Drive, King of Prussia, PA 19406  •  Phone: 1.800.345.6425  •  Fax: 1.800.223.7488  •  On-Line: 1.800.372.2665
  Web: www.rittenhouse.com  •  Email: customer.service@rittenhouse.com
The International Encyclopedia of the Social and Behavioral Sciences

EDITORS-IN-CHIEF:
Neil J. Smelser, Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, Stanford, CA
Paul B. Baltes, Max Planck Institute for Human Development, Berlin, Germany

Print Edition:
- 26 volumes
- over 4,500 signed articles
- 15 million words of text
- 90,000 bibliographic references
- 150 biographical references
- Alphabetical organization
- Extensive cross-referencing
- Name and multilevel subject indexes

Electronic Edition:
- Flexible search-and-retrieval facilities to the entire database
- Thesaurus of terms in the Social and Behavioral Sciences
- Links to abstracts of 50,000 references

Articles cover twenty-seven areas in the Social and Behavioral Sciences, including:
- Anthropology
- Economics
- Education
- Gender Studies
- Geography
- History
- Law
- Media Studies
- Psychiatry
- Religious Studies
- Urban Studies and Planning

20% Discount on Pre-Pub Purchases Available

List Price: $9,995
Pre-publication Price: $7,995
(through Sept. 30, 2001)
ISBN: 0-08-043076-7

Elsevier Science Regional Sales Office
655 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10010-5107
Tel: 212-633-3730 • Fax: 212-633-3680
[Toll-free for customers in the USA and Canada at 888-437-4636 (888-4ES-INFO)]
e-mail: usinfo-f@elsevier.com

www.elsevier.com/locate/iesbs
SIAM JOURNALS
ONLINE

Your Link to the World of Applied Mathematics

- Ten highly regarded research journals in applied and computational mathematics.
- Nine journals publishing article by article in accelerated electronic editions (currently up to 10 months ahead of print).
- Reference links to reviews of cited papers in MathSciNet and direct links to available SIAM electronic articles.
- Campus-wide 24-hour access to a growing database of SIAM journal articles.
- Full-text searching.
- Significantly discounted packages available for academic and corporate member institutions. See http://www.siam.org/pricing/member.htm or contact service@siam.org.

http://epubs.siam.org

To subscribe, contact siam
Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics
3600 University City Science Center, Philadelphia, PA 19104-2688
215-382-9800 • Fax: 215-386-7999 • service@siam.org • www.siam.org

An electronic sample issue is available at http://epubs.siam.org/sampleissue.htm
are you ready...

NewGOBI

it's GOBI...and more!

GOBI set the standard for the 20th century. NewGOBI will set the standard for the 21st.
Valuable Products and Services for You and Your Patrons

from the American Institute of Physics

ONLINE USAGE STATISTICS

AIP and the American Physical Society are developing a Web-based usage-data report, available directly to library administrators by username/password. Usage statistics for the year 2000 will soon be available online, with 1999 data to follow.

VIRTUAL JOURNALS

The Virtual Journal of Biological Physics Research and Virtual Journal of Nanoscale Science and Technology give users two convenient online sites with the latest articles in these dynamic fields, drawn from many of the premier publications in the physical sciences. Jointly developed by the American Physical Society and the American Institute of Physics, these freely accessible sites give you quick access to today's cutting-edge research. The growing list of more than 45 participating journals includes Physical Review, Physical Review Letters, Reviews of Modern Physics, Journal of Applied Physics, The Journal of Chemical Physics, Journal of the Optical Society of America, Medical Physics, Journal of Biomedical Optics, Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology, and Annals of Biomedical Engineering. See www.virtualjournals.org.

EXTENDED ONLINE BACKFILES


CONSORTIA LICENSING

AIP's Online Journal Publishing Service (OJPS) platform hosts one of the most important collections of physical science journals online. Publishers include AIP, the American Physical Society, the American Vacuum Society, and MAIK Nauka Interperiodica (the publishing arm of the Russian Academy of Science). For more information, contact Monica Dragovich at mdrago@aip.org.

WWW.AIP.ORG

QUESTIONS?
Give us a call at 516-576-2411
or e-mail mktg@aip.org.
made a perfect fit by EBSCO.

EBSCO Subscription Services provides subscription management solutions to libraries and organizations worldwide from 32 offices in 21 countries.

We offer you:
- The most current serial database available with more than 260,000 title listings
- EBSCONE\textsuperscript{ET}, a Web-based subscription management tool that allows users to search, order and claim efficiently
- Dedicated customer service staff in each Regional Office
- Customizable serials management reports for collection development and management
- Unique services for standing orders and continuations
- More than 50 years experience in subscription management for libraries and organizations of all types.

EBSCO Information Services ... bringing together the pieces of your information collection.

For more information, visit us online at www.ebsco.com.
Film It with Music
An Encyclopedic Guide to the American Movie Musical
By Thomas Hischak
2001 • 480 pages • 0-313-31538-8 • $79.50

W.E.B. Du Bois
An Encyclopedia
Edited by Gerald Horne and Mary Young
Foreword by David Levering Lewis
2001 • 288 pages • 0-313-29665-0 • $79.50

The John Updike Encyclopedia
By Jack De Bellis
"Unique and well done, this source is recommended for libraries serving users likely to be researching Updike." — Library Journal
2001 • 564 pages • 0-313-25904-8 • $99.50

The Robert Frost Encyclopedia
Edited by Nancy Lewis Tuten and John Zubizarreta
"All readers of Frost's poetry ought to thank [the authors] for their scrupulous work in producing this worthy Encyclopaedia . . . you will find thousands of useful facts here.” — William Harmon
James Gordon Hanes Professor in the Humanities
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
2001 • 488 pages • 0-313-29464-X • $95.00

The Louisa May Alcott Encyclopedia
Edited by Gregory Eiselein and Anne K. Phillips
Foreword by Madeleine B. Stern
2001 • 440 pages • 0-313-30896-9 • $95.00

A Mary Shelley Encyclopedia
By Paula R. Feldman, Lucy Morrison, and Staci L. Stone
2001 • 0-313-30159-X • $95.00 Est.

A Gustave Flaubert Encyclopedia
Edited by Laurence M. Porter
2001 • 392 pages • 0-313-30744-X • $89.95

Encyclopedia of American War Literature
Edited by Philip K. Jason and Mark A. Graves
Associate Editors Robert D. Madison and Michael W. Schaefer
2001 • 440 pages • 0-313-30648-6 • $95.00

Historical Dictionary of the U.S. Army
Edited by Jerold E. Brown
2001 • 680 pages • 0-313-29322-8 • $99.50

Historical Encyclopedia of U.S. Presidential Use of Force, 1789-2000
Edited by Karl R. DeRouen, Jr.
2001 • 328 pages • 0-313-30732-6 • $99.50

PLACE YOUR ORDER TOLL-FREE: 1-800-225-5800
88 Post Road West • P.O. Box 5007 • Westport, CT 06881-5007 • Telephone (203) 226-3571 • FAX (203) 226-4712
www.greenwood.com
ACS Web Editions: A Library Of Scientific Information At Your Fingertips.

ACS Web Editions Features

ARTICLES ASAP℠ (As Soon As Publishable)
ACS Web Edition subscribers can instantly access fully accepted articles within 24 to 48 hours of initial author approval—in both HTML and PDF full-text formats.

ASAP Alerts
ACS PUBLICATIONS' free e-mail alerting service forwards notice of new articles posted to ACS Web Editions on a daily or weekly basis.

ACS Publications Electronic Submission and Review
Manuscripts are submitted and peer-reviewed electronically to provide you with fast, efficient publications.

ChemPort℠ Reference Linking
Connect from ACS article references directly to the relevant Chemical Abstracts Services (CAS) record via ChemPort℠ Reference Linking, gaining instant access to the abstract and bibliographic information, regardless of article publisher.

Library Link
Find the latest library news, ACS institutional licenses and prices, the ACS Interlibrary Loan policy, links to customer service, back issues of the informative and lively Library Letter newsletter at http://pubs.acs.org/liblink.

Web Usage Reports
ACS will provide institutional subscribers with quarterly reports via e-mail of how often and which Web Editions are being accessed.

HTML and PDF Formats
Choice of HTML and/or PDF formats.

NEW!
Cross Journal Searching and Abstracts
Subscribers to at least one ACS Web Edition will be able to search and view abstracts across all titles. You will be able to search full-text, abstracts, bibliographic information and view abstracts from every ACS Web Edition.
APPLIED MECHANICS REVIEWS
ONLINE DATABASE

NOW WITH INSTANT E-MAIL NOTIFICATION OF NEW ONLINE ABSTRACTS
Applied Mechanics Reviews Online now notifies you when new abstracts are placed in the Online Database each month. AMR Online institutional subscribers also receive instant IP recognition for faster online connection with no extra keystrokes.

MORE ABOUT THE AMR ONLINE DATABASE
- Over 1,800 abstracts added to the online database monthly
- Electronic search capability of abstracts from more than 475 international journals – updated monthly
- Search the full archive of bibliographic citations dating back to 1989
- All abstracts classified by research area with extensive cross-indexing
- Authors’ complete addresses are included
- Publisher information for all journals is provided

ACCESS TO THE AMR ONLINE DATABASE AVAILABLE ONLY TO APPLIED MECHANICS REVIEWS SUBSCRIBERS!

Subscribe Now!
One year AMR subscription
ISSN: 0003-6900
Domestic: $684
International Air Service: $813

Website: www.asme.org/pubs/amr
Phone:
U.S. and Canada: 800-843-2763
Mexico: 95-800-843-2763
Outside No. America: 973-882-1167
Fax: 973-882-1717
Email: infocentral@asme.org
Mail: ASME, 22 Law Drive, Box 2900, Fairfield, NJ 07007-2900
A great teaching text and reference that belongs in every library

Biochemistry & Molecular Biology of Plants

Buchanan • Gruissem • Jones

The combination of superb authors for each chapter, and very complete coverage of the topics of plant biochemistry and molecular biology, make this a volume that should be used in a wide range of courses and on the bookshelf of every serious plant biologist.

—Charles Arntzen
President and CEO Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research, Inc.

In 24 structured chapters (over 1,400 pages and more than 1,100 original drawings plus 500 photographs), Biochemistry & Molecular Biology of Plants provides a boldly contemporary review of its subject, including molecular biology, cell biology, and plant physiology, integrated around the themes of compartmentation, cell reproduction, energetics, metabolism, and development. The CD-ROM of the illustrations increases its utility for teaching.

Published by the American Society of Plant Biologists (formerly the American Society of Plant Physiologists), this major text is the result of years of planning and meticulous development and editing from the top tier of plant biologists working around the world. It is an essential addition to your library and to the available resources for teaching a complex and dynamic subject.

Ordering Information
Order on the Web at aspb.org/biotext
• by phone at (800) 447-3143 or (301) 374-9730
• by fax at (301) 843-0159
• by e-mail at aspp@tasco1.com
• by mail with check or purchase order to:
  ASPB, P.O. Box 733, Waldorf, MD 20604-0753
  Prices do not include shipping & handling.
  Contact ASPB at the phone numbers or e-mail address above for information.

Hardbound: BIOTXT-01
( ISBN: 0-943088-37-2, $119.95 ASPB members; $149.95 libraries and nonmembers)

Softbound: BIOTXT-02
( ISBN: 0-943088-39-9, $89.95 ASPB members and students; $99.95 nonmembers)

CD-ROM: BIOTXT-CD
( ISBN: 0-943088-40-2, $29.95; free with book orders of at least five copies)

Biochemistry & Molecular Biology of Plants—a major publishing event for and from the community of plant biologists.
Spring into eBooks with ABC-CLIO

Authoritative, relevant, easy-to-use reference—in any format

**Girlhood in America** AN ENCYCLOPEDIA
Two Volumes
Miriam Forman-Brunell, Editor

| eBook: June 2001 | Item No. AD-GIRLSl | ISBN 1-57607-550-8 | $235.00 |
| Print: June 2001 | ca. 800pp | ISBN 1-57607-206-1 | Item No. AD-GIRLSC | $175.00 |
| Both: Item No. AD-GIRLSB | $280.00 | SAVE! |

**Boyhood in America** AN ENCYCLOPEDIA
Two Volumes
Priscilla Ferguson Clement and Jacqueline S. Reiner, Editors

| eBook: August 2001 | Item No. AD-BOYSV | ISBN 1-57607-633-X | $235.00 |
| Print: August 2001 | ca. 800pp | ISBN 1-57607-219-4 | Item No. AD-BOYSC | $175.00 |
| Both: Item No. AD-BOYSB | $280.00 | SAVE! |

**Great American Lawyers** AN ENCYCLOPEDIA
Two Volumes
John R. Vile, Editor

| eBook: June 2001 | Item No. AD-AMLawV | ISBN 1-57607-585-8 | $235.00 |
| Print: June 2001 | ca. 750pp | ISBN 1-57607-202-9 | Item No. AD-AMLawC | $175.00 |
| Both: Item No. AD-AMLawB | $280.00 | SAVE! |

**Encyclopedia of Archaeology**

Part 2: History and Discoveries
Three Volumes
Tim Murray, Editor

| eBook: June 2001 | Item No. AD-ENARCV | ISBN 1-57607-677-X | $270.00 |
| Print: June 2001 | ca. 1,500pp | ISBN 1-57607-195-7 | Item No. AD-ENARC | $275.00 |
| Both: Item No. AD-ENARCB | $440.00 | SAVE! |

**Encyclopedia of Birth Control**

Vern L. Bullough, Editor

| eBook: July 2001 | Item No. AD-BirthN | ISBN 1-57607-533-6 | $100.00 |
| Print: July 2001 | ca. 400pp | ISBN 1-57607-181-2 | Item No. AD-BirthC | $75.00 |
| Both: Item No. AD-BirthB | $120.00 | SAVE! |

**Encyclopedia of Urban Legends**

Jan Harold Brunvand

| eBook: June 2001 | Item No. AD-URBLEG | ISBN 1-57607-632-X | $100.00 |
| Print: June 2001 | ca. 324pp | ISBN 1-57607-076-X | Item No. AD-URBLEG | $75.00 |
| Both: Item No. AD-URBLEG | $120.00 | SAVE! |

ABC-CLIO eBooks Feature:

- Unlimited simultaneous use
- Around-the-clock access
- Complete-text versions of the print books
- A full-text, cross-title search function
- Usage statistics and MARC records
- Easy navigation
- Cross-links to related entries

For hands-on eBook playtime, e-mail:
sales@abc-clio.com
or call:
1-800-368-6868

A B C C L I O

abc-clio.com

Your Award-Winning Independent Reference Publisher
130 Cremona Drive, Santa Barbara, CA 93117
If you think we're just a small company, you should see the size of Kathi's rolodex.

At Emery-Pratt, Kathi is usually two steps ahead of everyone. She meets with publishers about exciting new books that aren't even available to the public yet. And by the time the public does hear about them, she's already shipping them off to our customers around the country. With so many publishing sources, we are better able to find all the books our library customers want the most. Somehow Kathi always knows what's hot and where to find it. How does she do it? She says it's experience. We think she might just have a sixth sense about it.
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